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Description

The invention relates to a method for restoring underground pipelines by lining the existing pipeline with rigid short-pipes which are pressed intermittently one after the other into the pipeline from one end thereof, a new short-pipe being connected to the rear end of the pipe string during intervals between successive pressure steps.

A drawback of this relatively simple method of restoration is that the resistance when the pipe string is being pressed into the pipeline may be so great that there is a risk of the lining pipes being broken or damaged. This may occur due to the fact that the existing pipeline is distorted or has displaced joints, where the leading short-pipe may be hooked up. Moreover, deposits, sludge and roots in the pipeline may be pressed-in between the lining pipes and the inside surface of the pipeline. This happens particularly when a cone or similar element is mounted as a protector on the leading short-pipe. Another drawback is that the pipeline due to the lining will have a smaller inner diameter than the original one.

In order to overcome inter alia said latter drawback an implement as disclosed for example in EP-A-94694, can be drawn through the pipeline, which splits the pipeline (expansion device) such that short-pipes having the same dimension as the pipeline or even a larger dimension, may be drawn into the pipeline, but this method requires operation from both ends of the pipeline, which makes the method more complicated.

From the preamble use a method according to the preamble of claim 1 is known.

According to the invention, the drawbacks mentioned above which are encountered in applying the simple pressure technique are eliminated by the method of the invention which has obtained the characteristics mentioned in claim 1.

In order to explain in more detail the method of the invention an embodiment thereof will be described below, reference being made to the accompanying drawings in which.

FIG. 1 is a fragmentary vertical cross-sectional view of an underground pipeline with an existing or temporarily arranged manhole such as a well, when the method of the invention is being applied,

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view along line I-II in FIG. 3 of an expansion piercer used in the method, and

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view along line III-III in FIG. 2 of the expansion piercer.

In FIG. 1 which is first referred to, there is shown a manhole 10 from which underground pipelines 11A and 11B extend diametrically opposite each other. It is assumed that the two pipelines in the present case comprise socket-type concrete pipes. In the drawing, they are shown to be in intact condition, i.e. the pipes are in register, but in case of an old pipeline of any type, the conditions may be completely different. The pipes may be deformed or cracked. Some pipes may be displaced laterally - e.g. they may have sunk due to ground settling - and roots from trees and bushes may have grown into the pipeline which furthermore usually contains some sludge and deposits of a more or less solid consistency.

When the method of the invention is applied in order to restore the pipeline 11B, rigid short-pipes shall be pushed into the pipeline in a manner previously known. For this purpose there is lowered into the manhole 10 a standard or frame 12 which is provided at the lower end thereof with a counter pressure plate 13 and a double-acting hydraulic ram 14. A pressure plate 16 is mounted to the piston rod 15 of the ram. The counter pressure plate 13 is engaged with the inside surface of the manhole 10 so that it covers the opening of the pipeline 11A, the hydraulic ram 14 extending into said pipeline. Rigid short-pipes 17 which can consist of steel, plastic material or any other suitable material, are pressed intermittently into the pipeline 11B by means of the hydraulic ram 14, the pressure plate 16 being engaged with the outer end of the short-pipe to be pressed into the pipeline 11B. As short-pipes are pressed into the pipeline, new short-pipes will be joined to the rear end of the pipe string, and this takes place during some of the intervals between successive pressure steps.

In the forward end of the pipe string there is provided in practising the method of the invention an expansion piercer generally indicated at 18, which is shown in more detail in FIGS. 2 and 3. The expansion piercer forming a broaching tool comprises a double-acting hydraulic ram 19 which is provided at the rear end thereof with a collar 20 which in turn supports a steel sleeve 21 extending rearwards, which has the same outside dimension as the short-pipes 17 and forms a shoulder portion 22 at the rear end thereof having an outside diameter such that it can be inserted into the leading short-pipe 17. The double-acting hydraulic ram 19 has a piston rod 23 projecting from the other end of the ram, and a conical head 24 is mounted to said piston rod. Four cylindrical segments 25 are supported at the rear end thereof by two links 26 which are pivoted to the associated segment and also to flanges 27 provided on the hydraulic cylinder 19, four flanges of this type being provided at right angles to each other. The segments are supported adjacent the forward end thereof by two links 28 which are pivoted to the associated segment at one end thereof and to a flange 29 which is connected to the piston rod 23 adjacent the head.
24. These links 28 have the pivot point located on the segment in common with two links 30 pivoted at one end thereof to the associated segment at said pivot point and at the other end thereof to a lug 31 which is provided on the end cover of the hydraulic ram 19. The segments 25 have a bevelled portion 32 at the forward end thereof.

When the piston rod 23 is retracted, the segments 25 are in the position shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, which is the fully expanded position, but by the piston rod 23 being displaced to the right as seen in FIG. 2, the segments can be displaced radially and axially to a retracted position which is partly indicated by dot and dash lines in FIG. 1. In the retracted position, the bevelled portions 32 and the head 24 form a conical end portion of the expansion piercer, and in this position the outside periphery of the segments should have a dimension which is less than the inside dimension of the pipeline 11B so that the piercer unobstructed can be pushed into the pipeline with the forward portion thereof which is defined on the outside thereof by the four segments. In the most expanded condition, the expansion piercer can have an outside dimension which is substantially larger than the inside dimension of the pipeline 11B.

As will be seen from FIG. 1, the expansion piercer is connected by hoses 33 with a hydraulic pump unit 34 located on the ground, and these hoses extend to the hydraulic ram 19 for supplying and draining hydraulic fluid to and from the opposite sides of the piston, respectively. When the method of the invention is to be applied, the expansion piercer 18 will be inserted into the pipeline 11B at the forward portion thereof the outside surface of which is defined by the segments 25, said segments being in the retracted condition. Since this portion of the piercer has an outside dimension which is less than the inside dimension of the pipeline 11B, the piercer can be pushed into the pipeline unobstructed. When this has taken place, the piercer is brought to expand by the segments 25 being pressed outwards by means of the hydraulic ram 19, the piston rod 27 of which then will be displaced to the left. By the pressure then acting against the inside surface of the pipeline 11B it is achieved that the pipes of the pipeline will be split while the surrounding ground is being compressed, and that the passage through the pipeline as a consequence thereof will be widened.

When the expansion piercer has been retracted, it is pushed by means of the hydraulic ram 14 the pressure plate 16 of which is engaged with the rear end of the sleeve 21, a further distance into the pipeline, the sleeve 21 arriving at the expanded portion of the pipeline. Then, the piercer will again be brought to expand so as to split a further portion of the pipeline 11B. Now, a short-pipe 17 will be fitted into the shoulder portion 22 of the sleeve 21, and when this short-pipe is pushed into the widened pipeline 11B by means of the hydraulic ram 14 the pressure plate 16 of which is engaged with the rear end of said short-pipe, the expansion piercer will also be displaced a further distance into the pipeline in order to be brought again to expand and to split a further portion of the pipeline. In this manner, the expansion piercer will be displaced intermittently, each displacement comprising a maximum length corresponding to the length of the segments 25. In intervals between the pressure steps provided by means of the hydraulic ram 14, the expansion piercer thus is brought to expand so as to split the pipeline 11B, the expansion piercer, however, being retracted during the pressure step in order to be moved unobstructedly a further distance into the pipeline. A pipe string will be built-up successively of the short-pipes 15 behind the expansion piercer and will be pressed into the widened pipeline 11B, a suitable connection and/or seal being provided between adjacent ends of the short-pipes.

In order that no parts of the split pipeline will fall into the mechanism of the expansion piercer and disturb the function thereof, protecting sheets may be provided on the expansion piercer e.g. on the segments 25 so as to protect the mechanism. Alternatively, the segments may overlap each other for the same purpose. Moreover, a further hose may be extended to the expansion piercer for cleaning the mechanism by the supply of pressurized air or water so that the mechanism can be cleaned by blowing or scavenging when considered necessary.

In order that the operation of the expansion piercer will be observed and the function thereof completely controlled, a TV camera 35 is pulled through the pipeline in front of the expansion piercer, said camera facing the expansion piercer, so that it is possible to observe continuously from ground level the forward end of the piercer and also to survey the portion of the pipeline located immediately in front of the piercer. The operation thus can be monitored and controlled very accurately. The short-pipes 17 will be pressed into the pipeline 11B very easily, because the pipeline can be widened to a suitable inside diameter by the pipes being split in order that the short-pipes without major frictional resistance can be pressed into the space remaining after the pipeline having been split. The expansion piercer will move substantially straight forward through the pipeline and thus will straighten out depressions or displacement of the joints between the pipes of the pipeline, if any, the operation of pressing the short-pipes 17 into the pipeline being greatly facilitated as a consequence thereof.
The mechanical means used for practising the method of the invention can, of course, be modified. It is important, however, that the expansion piercer can be brought to expand against the inside surface of the pipeline while sufficient pressure being exercised in order to split the pipeline or when this is not necessary, to expand the pipeline only to substantially circular cross-sectional form, and that the hydraulic ram with the associated pressure and counter pressure plates can be arranged in the manhole 10 and can provide sufficient force in order to press the string of short-pipes 17 into the pipeline, while the expansion piercer in the retracted condition thereof is pushed through the pipeline at the forward end of the pipe string.

In case there is no pipeline 11A diametrically opposite to the pipeline 11B, an aperture preferably is made in the manhole 10 opposite to the pipeline 11B so as to make room for the hydraulic ram 14 in a dug-out space in the surrounding ground. The standard or frame 12 can be dispensed with or be replaced by other suitable means for locating the hydraulic ram 14 on the bottom of the manhole. The expansion piercer can be constructed for a large range of operation e.g. for an inside diameter of the pipeline which ranges from 100 to 700 mm. However, in order to cope with this diameter range, it is necessary to manufacture the expansion piercer in a number of different sizes. In a practical embodiment, the segments 25 have a length of about 40 cm and then there is obtained at each pressure step a displacement of the pipe string and the expansion piercer ranging from 15 to 20 cm. The displacement must not, of course, be larger than the axial length of the segments.

Claims

1. Method for restoring underground pipelines (11B) by fining the existing pipeline with rigid short-pipes, wherein the rigid short-pipes (17) are displaced intermittently one after the other into the pipeline from one end thereof, a new short-pipe being connected to the rear end of the pipe string during intervals between successive displacement steps, and wherein an expansion piercer (18) provided at the forward end of the pipe string (17) is displaced through the pipeline (11B) and is expanded pressing against the inside surface of the pipeline, to split and/or widen the pipeline to substantially circular cross-sectional form or to straighten out the pipeline during the interval between two successive pressure steps with following retraction of the expansion piercer for displacement of the piercer through the pipeline during the following displacement step, characterized in that the pipe string with the piercer (18) at the front end thereof is pressed into the pipeline from said one end thereof by pressure being applied to the trailing end of the pipe string by pressure means (14) located at said one end of the pipeline, said piercer forming a leading free end of the pipe string, no pulling means extending through the pipe string and the piercer.

2. Method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that the expansion piercer (18) during each pressure step is displaced a distance which is less than the axial distance over which the expansion piercer can be pressed against the inside surface of the pipeline (11B) during expansion of the piercer.

3. Method as claimed in claim 1 or 2, characterized in that in front of the expansion piercer (18) a TV camera (35) is advanced through the pipeline (11B) for monitoring the piercer and the portion of the pipeline close to the piercer in front thereof.

Patentansprüche

1. Reparaturverfahren für bodenverlegte Leitungen (11B) durch Ausfüllen der jeweils vorhandenen Rohrleitungen mit starren Kurzrohren (17), die aufeinanderfolgende von einem Ende der Leitung aus in diese eingeprägt werden, wobei das jeweils neue Kurzrohr in den Pausen zwischen den aufeinanderfolgenden Einpressphasen mit dem rückwärtigen Ende des Strangs der Kurzrohre verbunden wird und eine Aufbrechvorrichtung (18), die am vorderen Ende des Strangs der Kurzrohre (17) vorgesehen ist, durch die Rohrleitung (11B) verscho- ben und expandiert wird, wobei sie gegen die Innenfläche der Rohrleitung drückt um diese aufzubrechen und/o.fr aufzuweiten zu einer im wesentlichen kreisrunden Querschnittsform oder sie auszurichten und zwar während der Pause zwischen zwei aufeinanderfolgenden Druckphasen mit nachfolgendem Zurückziehen der expandierbaren Aufbrechvorrichtung (18), um während der anschließenden Ein- pressphase innerhalb der Rohrleitung vorzutrei- ben, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Strang der Kurzrohre mit der Aufbrechvorrichtung (18) an ihnen Frontende in die Rohrleitung von deren einem Ende durch Druck eingepreßt wird, der auf das rückwärtige Ende des Strangs der Kurzrohre durch ein Druckmittel (14) ausgeübt wird, welches an einem Ende der Rohrleitung angeordnet ist und daß die Aufbrechvorrichtung (18) das vordere, freie
Ende des Strangs aus Kurzrohren bildet und sich keine Schälvorrichtung durch den Strang aus kurzrohren und die Aufbrechvorrichtung erstreckt.

2. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Aufbrechvorrichtung (18) in jeder Druckphase um eine Strecke verschoben wird, welche geringer ist als die axiale Strecke, auf welcher die Vorrichtung während ihrer Expansion gegen die Innenfläche der Rohrleitung (11B) gepreßt werden kann, 5

3. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß vor der Aufbrechvorrichtung (18) eine TV-Kamera (35) durch die Rohrleitung (11B) läuft, welche die Vorrichtung und den unmittelbar vor dieser liegenden Leitungsabschnitt überwacht. 10

Revendications

1. Procédé pour la remise en état de conduites souterraines (11B) par le garnissage intérieur de la conduite existante avec de courts conduits rigides, dans lequel les courts conduits rigides (17) sont déplacés par intermittence l’un après l’autre dans la conduite à partir d’une extrémité de celle-ci, un nouveau conduit court étant relié à l’extrémité arrière de la suite de conduits pendant des intervalles entre des étapes successives de déplacement, et dans lequel un dispositif de perçage par expansion (18) est disposé à l’extrémité avant de la suite de conduits (17) est déplacé dans la conduite (11B) et est expansé par pression contre la surface intérieure de la conduite, afin de faire éclater et/ou d’élargir la conduite en une forme sensiblement circulaire en coupe transversale ou pour redresser la conduite pendant l’intervalle entre deux étapes successives de pression, avec la rétraction ultérieure du dispositif de perçage par expansion pour le déplacement de ce dispositif dans la conduite lors de l’étape de déplacement suivante, caractérisé en ce que la suite de conduits avec le dispositif de perçage (18) à l’extrémité avant de celle-ci est comprimée dans la conduite à partir de ladite première extrémité par l’application d’une pression à l’extrémité arrière de la suite de conduits par un moyen de pression (14) situé à ladite première extrémité de la conduite, ledit dispositif de perçage formant une extrémité libre avant de la suite de conduits, aucun moyen de traction ne s’étendant à travers la suite de conduits et le dispositif de perçage. 20

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif de perçage par expansion (18) est déplacé pendant chaque étape de pression d’une distance qui est inférieure à la distance axiale sur laquelle le dispositif de perçage par expansion peut être pressé contre la paroi interne de la conduite (11B) pendant l’expansion du dispositif de perçage. 25

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce qu’en amont du dispositif de perçage par expansion (18), une caméra TV (35) avance à travers la conduite (11B) afin de contrôler le dispositif de perçage et la partie de la conduite proche de l’avant du dispositif de perçage. 30
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